Jonna Gill Couture Jewelry Launches
Web Boutique
NEW YORK, NY – August 15 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Jonna Gill LLC
(www.JonnaGill.com), a Greenwich Village, New York City based designer,
specializing in the design and creation of fine couture jewelry, luxury
apparel and elegant home accessories, today announced the launch of her Web
boutique at www.JonnaGill.com, offering the same couture quality to customers
worldwide.

Caption: The Audrey Hepburn inspired Red Silk Taffeta Cocktail Dress with
bow.
“We don’t mass-produce at Jonna Gill. The majority of our pieces are produced
on a made to order basis, guaranteeing an individual and personal touch,”
said Jonna Gill. “You can be confident that the products you receive from
Jonna Gill have been labored over with love and created with you in mind.”
The Jonna Gill Launch Boutique features a highly specialized line of women
and men’s fine 18k gold and sterling silver jewelry ornamented with precious
gems. In addition, Jonna Gill Apparel offers day dresses, cocktail dresses,
and mix and match separates which marry a sleek contemporary look with rich
European fabrics. Jonna plans to launch an exclusive line of specialty home
accessories later in the fall, featuring oriental and Indian brocades and
European silks and velvets inspired by the Palace of Versailles.

“My love of beauty and the creation of beautiful items is matched only by my
love for quality, and my desire to give every Jonna Gill customer a treasure
that can be cherished for a lifetime,” said Jonna. “The Jonna Gill standard
is one of excellent craftsmanship and intricate design that marries timeless
classicism with a contemporary interpretation of times past.”

Caption: Radiance Cross made of 18K gold and pink tourmaline, imparts a
subtle radiance to the wearer.
Jonna Gill, is a designer living and working in Greenwich Village in New York
City. Jonna studied metallurgy at the Parsons School of Design, and the
Crafts Student league of New York. After being exposed to exquisite fabrics
from Italy, France and around the world, Jonna was inspired to complete a
design program at the Fashion Institute of Technology specializing in apparel
design and draping. Jonna founded Jonna Gill LLC in 2003 with Eleanor Moyer
For more information or to shop Jonna Gill please visit www.JonnaGill.com.
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